
Watchfire is the Official Scoreboard 
and Videoboard Manufacturer of 
the National Federation of State 
High School Associations (NFHS). 
Watchfire proudly delivers products 
that contribute to educational and 
revenue opportunities for high 
schools across the U.S.

Fire up athletes, fans, and sponsors with a scoring and entertainment system from Watchfire. Engineered for all-weather, 
Watchfire videoboards have rapid refresh rates, high-contrast LEDs, wide-angle viewing, and control room integration. From 
player photos to sponsor ads and from touchdown animations to the winning score, our displays celebrate the wins and create  
memorable experiences.

Make sure your display is a showstopper for years. Watchfire is 
the only LED manufacturer in the world that calibrates the entire 
display for color and brightness before it even leaves the factory. 
We also use true-pixel technology to eliminate red tints and 
fuzzy video.  

Watchfire is an LED display manufacturer. We will engineer 
and build your football scoreboard from the circuit 
board up. Combined with our more than 90 years of 
experience, it’s no surprise that Watchfire has over 
65,000 active displays in operation.

Watchfire offers control room and audio packages to elevate the fan experience. Our Ignite Sports gametime software makes it easy 
to add animations and ad zones to any display. Add the Action Package for instant replay, streaming, and live video production. 
Plus, the Watchfire Sound™ systems provide ultra-clear audio.

BEST LOOKING VIDEOBOARDS

CUSTOM BUILT

SOUND & VIDEO SYSTEMS

FOOTBALL
SCORING & ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Extended service center 
Live chats 
2000+ local partners

Industry best warranty 
Premiere products 
In business 90+ years

Free & repeatable training 
Videos 
Classroom tools

Co-op pricing 
Marketing tools 
Advertising partners

FUNDING SERVICE

PEACE OF MINDTRAINING

Score big next football season with scoreboards and displays that fire up athletes, fans, and sponsors.  

Visit watchfiresigns.com/score or call 800-637-2645.



Dominate the gridiron with a scoreboard that reflects your organization. 

Visit watchfiresigns.com/score or call 800-637-2645.

Precision timing with hand-held devices 

Pinpoint synchronization with clocks 

Easy-to-operate controller 

Deluxe game horn

Bright LED digits for better readability 

Dent-resistant heavy aluminum

Fade-fighting polyurethane finish

Optional decorative truss 

Scoreboards 10' to 40' wide 

Layouts for every level of play

14 to 36-inch digits in red, amber,  
white (in select sizes), or combination

Celebration “flash” mode

Segment/practice timers

Game/delay of play clocks 

Locker room clocks 

ACCURACY & RELIABILITY 

ACCESSORIES

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION

SIZE, DATA, & FEATURES TIMING SYSTEMS

A good-looking scoreboard grabs attention, but a team-branded scoreboard grabs hearts and loyalty. Our award-winning creative 
services team will turn your logo and colors into a design and truss that reflects the commitment and pride of your players, fans, 
and community.

UNLEASH THE TEAM SPIRIT

Color is at the core of every sports brand. That’s why we  
hand-selected 30 colors guaranteed to make an 
impression. Mix and match cabinet colors to create 
a dynamic two-tone look, and add colorful captions 
and trim.

A truss showcases your mascot, logo, or name. Our 
custom-built trusses use patterns, colors, and 
lighting effects to create a scoreboard that will 
have all the fans talking. A truss can also create 
a cohesive look by integrating static panels 
and audio speakers.

BRANDING

Keep the game on pace with 
precision accessories. We offer 
timers and clocks that add 
excitement and meet regulations 
and requirements. 

Pictured above is the Segment 
Timer, model WF-AC-11EV1.

10' x 36' Scoreboard with decorative truss, team graphics and custom white digits  I  Model: WF-FB-11236




